
Lagoon 560
Crewed catamaran

Arctic Queen
Pursuit for the ultimate vacation

Adriatic Sea
God given summer pool 

Food
Sample menu

Crew
Heart of the Arctic Queen 

Specifications
Technical detailes

Toys
Amenities on board Arctic Queen

Destination Croatia
Unspoiled Mediterranean



YACHT NAME
Arctic Queen

LOCATION
Croatia, East Mediterranean

AVAILABLE
from May 2018

Arctic Queen presents the perfect yachting 
holiday solution whether spending it with 
your family or friends. This is a yacht for every 
occasion. 

Spacious & luxurious but at the same time 
feels intimate & warm. Lagoon 560 catamaran, 
with master cabin, three queen size & pullman 
cabin  is more than accommodating for 8 
clients sleeping and up to 10 when cruising. 
The main deck has three different areas for 
socializing or relaxing. 

If you want a well built, high-performance 
catamaran, then the Arctic Queen is one of the 
best on the market today. 

LAGOON 560

8 guests

accomodates

2
crew

2018May

available



REFITTED
2017 & 2018

CABINS
One master, three queen size & pullman cabin  

TYPE
Sailing catamaran

Arctic Queen has been completely refitted in 
the season 2017 & 2018, new  four zone sound 
system, new upholstery, teak deck refreshing, 
new wall lining, new water toys & new bed 
mattresses. 

Whether you are vacationing with your family 
or want to reunite with your friends, Arctic 
Queen is hard to beat. Spacious, powerful, 
exceptional and modern way designed 
cruising catamaran. Arctic Queen is available 
from May in Croatia, land of with island-dotted 
coastline, gin-clear water, spectacular nature 
& favorable winds Croatia presents the perfect 
spot for #yachtlife

ARCTIC QUEEN

5
cabins

3
social areas

2
sun decks



CROATIA 
Unspoiled Mediterranean 

PORTS
Split & Dubrovnik

CROATIA has become the country that is 
climbing up on everybody’s bucket list for 
summer vacation. Either you are the first time 
on the yacht or a well-experienced sailor, 
Croatia with its island-dotted coastline, gin-
clear water,  spectacular nature, favorable 
winds & sailing infrastructure presents 
the perfect spot for #yachtlife. A nation 
bequeathed by the legacies of Greeks, 
Romans, Venetians and Hapsburgs, Croatia is 
as picturesque as an eastern European folk 
tale. The hidden bays and crystal clear waters, 
bordering the sun kissed coves of the sublime 
Adriatic coast are not to be missed. Volcanic 
islands simmer, lush pine forests infuse the 
sea breezes and the varying, electrifying 
shades of the water defy belief.

DESTINATION CROATIA

 31067
sq.km sea area 

1244
islands

2715
sunshine hours



ADRIATIC SEA
ADRIATIC
50 shades of blue

The Adriatic sea is a God given summer 
pool with more than 1000 islands located 
along the Croatian coast. Origins of the name 
ADRIATIC are linked to Etruscan settlement 
of Adria, which derives its name from Illyrian 
“ADUR” meaning “WATER”. The temperature 
is warm enough to stay in for hours, and cool 
enough to get refreshed from the midday 
sun. The surface water temperature ranges 
from 25 C (80 F) in summer to 12 C (54 F) in 
winter. The Adriatic sea presents crystal clear 
50 shades for blue, from green turquoise to 
deep blue waters.. Imagine waking up on 
Your private yacht, having breakfast on the 
deck, and jumping in the turquoise waters. 
Imagine changing backdrops of the amazing 
nature changing while You slide across the 
Sea. Everything on the Adriatic sea is cozy and 
intimate like your holiday escape should be.

25 °C

sea temperature

7000
 marine species

2715
sunshine hours



CREW
CAPTAIN
Tomislav

STEWARDESS
Ena

Whether they are serving a cocktail, raising 
the sails, researching the new anchorage or 
just making guests feel at ease, the crew of 
a yacht are the backbone and spirit of any 
successful cruise. Arctic Queen has two crew 
member, captain Tom & stewardess Ena both 
fluent in English language.
They will make You feel like You are on Your 
own yacht as soon as You take your shoes 
off and come on board. Crew will make sure 
You have Your privacy but still be catered to. 
Stewardess is also a cook who will prepare 
delicious Mediterranean meals aboard. Their 
mission is making your holidays aboard Arctic 
Queen the best you have ever had - a truly 
royal experience.

24 hours

support

7days

attention

2
crew



CAPTAIN
Tomislav Čirjak

NATIONALTY / AGE / LANGUAGE
Croatian / Born 1983 / ENGLISH, CROATIAN

QUALIFICATIONS
MCA/RYA OffshoreYacht Master,                                         D2 
Basic Safety (STCW) Certificate. 

Tomislav Cirjak, born in 1983 in Zagreb, Croatia, has been on 
the sea most of his life. It started with fun fishing with the fam-
ily as a little boy, then recreational sailing at first which turned 
into a passion and later a job. He completed his Yacht-Master 
100 BT license in Zagreb, as well as D2 Basic Safety and 
GMDSS license. Tomislav graduated from the University of 
Kinesiology (human movement) exercise & sports sciences 
in Zagreb, where he majored in Sailing. He has been working 
as a skipper since 2009. As a highly trained and experienced 
yachtsman, Tomislav has always been winning high plaudits 
from his clients for his friendly character, his calm attitude to 
problem-solving, and his commitment to putting his clients’ 
interests first. Tomislav is fluent in English, and an Advanced 
SCUBA diver & a skiing instructor. This is a competent 
captain, approachable at all times, and will be as discrete or 
engaged as you wish him to be. Tomislav's hobbies include 

fishing, underwater fishing & photography.

FAVOURITE PLACE ON  THE  ADRIATIC COAST
Tomislav's favourite places on Adriatic Coats are Korcula & 
Bisevo Bay.

STEWARDES/COOK
MEna Čulić

NATIONALTY / AGE / LANGUAGE
Croatian, / Born 1995 / ENGLISH, FRENCH, CROATIAN

QUALIFICATIONS
Trained Stweardess,  ENG1 Medical Certificate                                 D2 
Basic Safety (STCW) Certificate.

Ena Culic (age 26) was born and raised in Koprivnica, graduated 
from the University in Pula, Croatia. Ena is extremely motivated to 
constantly develops her skills and grows professionally. Customer 
satisfaction is what drives her to give the best performance. She 
is extremely skilled at healthy food preparation. Sustainability 
and ecology is an important role in Ena's work. Ena's areas of 
expertise include preparing  Meditteranean, Vegetarian, Plant-
based,  Dairy-free, and Gluten-free food. She is fluent in English & 
French. Her favorite place on Adriatic Coats is Pakleni Islands. Pure 
nature, crystal clear water, hidden beaches, deserted lagoons, and 
incredible peace are the features Ena fell in love with when she first 
visited the Pakleni Islands.Ena's mission is to make your holiday on 
Arctic Queen the best you ever had - a truly royal experience.

FAVOURITE PLACE ON  THE  ADRIATIC COAST
Her favorite spot in the Adriatic is is Pakleni Islands. Pure nature, 
crystal clear water, hidden beaches, deserted lagoons and incredible 
peace are the features I fell in love with when I first visited the Pakleni 
Islands.

CREW PROFILES









When it comes to creating unforgettable memories 

with people that matters to You the most, no hotel or 

villa comes close to a holiday on board Arcic Queen

Holidays You need now 

http://
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